Giuseppe Carnevali, president of Navionics, introduced Navionics latest innovations.

During the conference he highlighted the fact that only Navionics accepts sonar logs from all major plotter brands like Humminbird, Lowrance, Raymarine, Simrad, B&G and Garmin and mobile devices. In fact we integrate sonar logs received by individual users with existing data to generate new SonarCharts™ every day. SonarCharts™ is visible on plotter, mobile and PC.

He also introduced SonarCharts™ Live, product nominated at DAME, which allows boaters, for the first time, to create their HD bathymetry map in real-time on their iPhone or iPad during navigation.

Another innovation is represented by Plotter Sync, also nominated, which allows boaters to connect a Raymarine Wi-Fi multifunction display to Navionics servers wirelessly on the internet through a Navionics Boating mobile app.

In occasion of the conference, Giuseppe Carnevali talked also about the forthcoming Android marinized Argonaut plotter that is preloaded with Navionics Boating app and includes Navionics featured buttons.

Read the press releases.